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How do we plan workovers in order to: 

 

1. Increase hydrocarbon production! 

2. Decrease unwanted by product! 

3. Extend the life of the field! 

 

Ultimately Maximize Field NPV! 

  

Question? 



Currently? 

Typically it is done according to 

surface production analysis 

Issue: Water stream is 

hard to stop once it has 

already reached a 

horizon! 



  

What if we reacted earlier? 

Monitor movement of fluid in 

the reservoir within pore space 

 

We can slow/stop water! 

Perform remedial work when 

it is still effective! 

 



  

Concept 

We need information from the reservoir.  

 

Having downhole device permanently may 

not be feasible. 

 

 

We can use a reservoir model prediction 

instead! 



  

Methodology 

1. Simulate Prediction model and 

evaluate the near well bore condition 

 

 

2. Perform squeeze at intervals 

where a condition is violated.  

 

 

3. Water saturation limit can be 

optimized 

*Advisable to run logs at the predicted schedule to confirm reservoir behavior before 

performing workover 



Simple model test 

 

Oil in place of : 260MM 

Initial Reservoir Pressure @ 3260Psi 

Strong Edge Aquifer 

A couple of partially sealing Faults 

 

 

Depletion (after 10 years of Production): 

5 producers 

1 injectors 

Current Reservoir Pressure @ 1034 Psi 



Simple model test 

 
Prediction Strategy 

 30 years depletion  of 15000 STB/D 

with water injection 

 

Concept implementation 

 

Introduce automatic workflow 

1. Evaluate water saturation near 

wellbore 

2. Perform workovers at optimized 

saturation percentage threshold.  



Prediction Production Results 

Dark = Without 

Light = With 

 

Water cumulative is 

shaved by 95% @ 

16MMStb! 

*Imagine the potential 

if we started earlier! 



Net Present Value 

 

An EXTRA 40Million dollars! With Pressure 

being higher for future opportunity. 

Case Cumulative Oil  Net Present Value 

Base 59MMSTB 2465MM$ 

With Optimized 

workover 
60MMSTB 2505MM$ 

Economics parameters used: 

Annual Op Cost=$1MM 

Oil = $55/Stb 

Water Disposal Cost = $1/Stb 

Workover Cost = $60000/well 

 

*NPV is similar if we consider gas at $2.5/Mscf 

 



Incremental with NFA case for 15 years 

Case Incremental 

Oil 

Net Present 

Value 

Base 49KSTB -6.3MM$ 

With 

Optimized 

workover 

0.8MMSTB 27.4MM$ 

 

Additional 28 Million dollars more if we consider Gas!  

And we haven’t quantified the savings from better planning of running 

logs and workovers! 

 



Workover Planning Optimization using Reservoir Prediction model will help extract 

the best value from the Field!  

 

 

Other benefits: 

1. Assist planning for well loggings interval 

2. Assist planning for well workovers 

3. Minimize need for lifting equipment 

  

Conclusion and recommendation 




